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Abstract

This paper discusses an approach to reducing mem�
ory latency in future systems� It focuses on systems
where a single chip DRAM�processor will not be fea�
sible even in �� years� e�g� systems requiring a large
memory and�or many CPU�s� In such systems a solu�
tion needs to be found to DRAM latency and bandwidth
as well as to inter�chip communication� Utilizing the
projected advances in chip I�O bandwidth we propose to
implement a decoupled access�execute processor where
the access processor is placed in memory� A program is
compiled to run as a computational process and several
access processes with the latter executing in the DRAM
processors� Instruction set extensions are discussed to
support this paradigm� Using multi�level branch pre�
diction the access processor stays ahead of the execute
processor and keeps the latter supplied with data� The
system reduces latency by moving address computation
to memory and thus avoiding sending address to mem�
ory by the computational processor� This and the fetch�
ahead capabilities of the access processor are combined
with multiple DRAM �streaming� to improve perfor�
mance� DRAM caching is assumed to be used to assist
in this as well�

�This work was supported in part by the University of Illi�

nois and National Science Foundation under Grant No� US NSF

CCR���������

�� Introduction

Memory access is a major problem in high�
performance architectures� While processor speed has
grown steadily with continuing advances in VLSI tech�
nology and attention to circuit design� DRAM speed
has not kept� Both memory latency and bandwidth re�
main major problems in todays systems� uni� and mul�
tiprocessor alike� Recent developments� such as RAM�
BUS DRAM and its bus protocol ���� point to a solu�
tion for a problem of DRAM and bus bandwidth but
more remains to be done to support higher ILP� The
so�called intelligent or active memory RAM architec�
tures ��� �� 	� 
� have taken a di�erent approach to the
problem by avoiding o��chip access and exploiting on�
chip access parallelism� Latency� however� remains a
problem in both of these cases since they do not change
the DRAM core organization�

Thus both uni� and multiprocessor systems continue
to rely on a memory hierarchy to solve the memory
access problem� However� the cost of cache misses
is becoming prohibitive� RAMBUS and synchronous
DRAM�s utilize a form of on�chip caching and even
more aggressive approaches have been proposed ����
Latency hiding techniques� primarily prefetching �� ��
��� also have been utilized to help solve the problem�

Projected advances in VLSI and packaging technol�
ogy are expected to make the problem much worse in
the near future� The number of gates on a chip is pro�
jected to reach ��M in �� years� while a DRAM can
contain �GBytes of data� This increase comes from



growth in die size� which increases interconnect dis�
tances on chip� and from feature size reduction� These
lead to an increase in both on�chip interconnect length
and propagation delays� The frequency of processor or
logic ICs is expected to rise to �GHz with up to �����

I�O�s per chip� A chip of this size with a clock of ��
ns
may require �� to �� clocks to cross�

Given these semiconductor capabilities the approach
combining a CPU with memory on the same chip seems
to o�er a hope for a system solution although the la�
tency problem still remains� This solution� however�
will not be su�cient for two important classes of fu�
ture systems�

�� uni� or small multiprocessor �MP� single�chip sys�
tems with a large memory� e�g� high�end worksta�
tions and servers�

�� large MP systems�

A large memory here means more than � to �GB on
a single�chip DRAM which is expected in �� years�
But systems with this size memory are already needed
and are built today� such as CAD workstations and
database servers� Thus in the future a solution utiliz�
ing multiple DRAM ICs will be needed� Perhaps an
even more important reason for a multi�chip system is
that companies designing processors are likely to con�
tinue increasing processor power and thus transistor
count and to make them as large separate chips which
are proprietary and very expensive� They will have a
very high ILP and require high memory bandwidth and
low latency�

A solution for multi�chip systems assuming an in�
tegrated processor�memory IC has been proposed ����
relying on redundant use of hardware and cache co�
herence mechanism� This paper proposes a di�erent
multi�chip solution which can be applied to both uni�
and multiprocessor systems� It assumes that develop�
ment of super�CPUs will continue in the future in an
attempt to exploit higher ILP ���� ��� The question we
ask is� given such a super�CPU chip of the year ����
and multiple DRAM�s� what can be done to help reduce
memory latency and increase the bandwidth between
CPU and memory�

The approach advocated here helps increase the
DRAM bandwidth and reduce latency through decou�
pled access DRAM architecture and compilation� It is
accomplished by placing a simple� small integer pro�
cessor �or processors� on each DRAM to help generate
enough memory requests to fully utilize the DRAM
bandwidth� It is assumed that more external chip
bandwidth to support this will be available within ��
years and that DRAM organization will change to pro�
vide more random�access internal bandwidth� Finally�

caches are assumed to migrate to memory as well� The
performance improvement is achieved by a fetch�ahead
of the memory processor� by eliminating address trans�
mission to memory� by building a cache hierarchy into
the DRAM�s� and by using multiple Crams simultane�
ously to send data to a single CPU� The resulting sys�
tem is already a multiprocessor� albeit heterogeneous�
and can be further extended to utilize multiple compu�
tational processors�

1.1. Decoupled Access-Execute Mechanism

Consider a uniprocessor system that consists of a
processor� multiple DRAMs and interconnect� Tradi�
tionally� a processor in such a system performs loads
and stores� The latter does not usually slow down the
processor as stores can be cached� bu�ered� and retired
later� Loads� on the other hand can stall the processor
if data is needed and are a major cause of performance
degradation� A problem with loads is that a processor
needs to send the address to memory and then wait for
memory to respond with data�

A Decoupled Access�Execute approach has been
proposed and implemented ��
� ��� �� �	� to reduce the
wait� The idea was to allow memory access instructions
to be executed by a dedicated processor which commu�
nicates with a computational processor through a set
of queues� The queues allow asynchrony in execution�
Dynamically scheduled processors using Tomasulo�s al�
gorithm ���� implement a version of this approach with
tagged queues� The details of organization and whether
or not the queues are exposed to the user�compiler
vary� A block diagram of such a decoupled processor
is shown in Fig� ��

In all cases the system is viewed as executing a single
program which gets split by hardware into access and
execute instructions� Another issue for both decou�
pled access processors and prefetching is conditional
branch resolution� Since either processor can perform
computation resolving a branch condition this infor�
mation needs to be communicated to the other pro�
cessor� Communication queues and Branch on Queue

instruction have been proposed to solve this problem
�E�A Br Q and A�E Br Q in Fig� ��� More recently�
branch prediction was utilized as well�

Another approach allowing some decoupling is
prefetching� which attempts to predict the future ad�
dresses and initiate a memory read before the actual
load is executed� Hardware� software� and integrated
methods for doing it have been proposed� The hard�
ware approach relies on a separate hardware engine to
generate the addresses and a cache to store the arriving
data� The CPU still executes all address computations
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Figure 1. Decoupled Access System

and issues loads� Branch prediction remains a prob�
lem� So far prefetching has been typically con�ned to
the processor or L� cache� Moving it higher in the
memory hierarchy is more di�cult� although not im�
possible �����

1.2. Decoupled Access Mechanism for DRAM’s

The approach proposed here decouples uniproces�
sor computation and data access by allocating them to
a computational processor �ComP� and one or more
memory processors �MemP�� respectively� It uses a
compiler to generate code for a program in such a way
that address computations and memory access are done
by the memory processor� In some cases data com�
puted by ComP may be required for address computa�
tions and will have to be sent to MemP� The MemP can
be an integer processor� The computational processor
is a complete� high�ILP processor� We assume that it
does not execute memory loads� Rather it expects the
data to be sent by the memory processor and fetches
data from its queues� This is not the only possible
implementation� but it is pursued here as the closest
to the original ideas of decoupled execution� A block
diagram of the decoupled DRAM system is shown in
Fig� ��

The MemP is capable of executing all integer in�
structions of the ComP and will execute address com�
putations� control �ow� etc� of a user program as well as
the operating system� In addition� the instruction set is
augmented with Send and Receive instructions for com�
munication between the processors� including MemP�

to�MemP communication� Other instruction set exten�
sions are used as well and are discussed in more detail
later in the paper� Examples illustrating the generated
code are presented below�
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Figure 2. Decoupled Access DRAM System

The MemP attempts to run ahead of the ComP as is
typical of decoupled access architecture� In many cases
the MemP code can be generated in such a way that it
can execute independently of the ComP and thus pro�
vide fetch�ahead capabilities� In other cases the code
will require data computed in the ComP for conditional
branches which will determine subsequent memory ac�
cesses� To solve the problem of conditional branch�
ing some code is replicated in both MemP and ComP�
e�g� �static� loops� When data�dependent branching is
present branch prediction is used� We propose to use
multi�level branch prediction ���� to allow the MemP
to advance without waiting for data from the ComP
to resolve the branch condition� MemP can thus exe�
cute its program ahead of the ComP� Both may need
to exchange branch information expected by the other�
A roll�back mechanism is provided to undo mispredic�
tion� Data that is sent using a mispredicted branch is
identi�ed through tagging and not used by the receiver�

Multiple DRAM�s can send multiple data items to
the ComP every cycle and they can arrive out of order�
The ComP contains queues to receive and reorder load
data and to bu�er outgoing stores� The ComP tags
the stores and checks tags on incoming load data� The



MemP tags the loads �Sends� and receives and checks
the store tags� The tag contains branch path informa�
tion�

Internally� a ComP contains an instruction but no
data cache� The use of multiple DRAM�s is a major
source of increased memory bandwidth and parallelism
in accessing it� To make this a more powerful sys�
tem� MemP�si n each DRAM are allowed to commu�
nicate directly in accessing the data� Thus multiple
data streams can be automatically sent to the MemP�
High chip I�O and interconnect bandwidth is assumed
to be available for this� In order to send and receive
multiple words to�from DRAM�s each cycle� queues are
partitioned� The decoupled nature of memory access
and its exposure to the compiler are expected to al�
low a much higher memory request rate than a typical
high�performance processor can achieve today� Each
MemP can run a di�erent program allowing even more
�exibility�

To summarize� the decoupled DRAM approach has
the following advantages�

�� It can eliminate the need for the main CPU to
issue loads to memory�

�� It allows a signi�cant lookahead in executing loads�

�� It simpli�es the CPU address computation and
partly eliminates it�

	� It allows address translation to be moved to mem�
ory�


� It can allow the operating system execution in
memory instead of ComP which may help the well�
known poor memory hierarchy behavior of the OS�

� It allows a large part of the memory hierarchy to
be moved into the DRAM�s�

1.3. Multiprocessing

So far only a uni�processor has been considered�
However� the system using decoupled� access DRAM�s
is obviously a multiprocessor and supports Sends and
Receives among processors� Thus one can say that by
connecting multiple ComP�s to multiple DRAM�s and
their MemP�s one gets a multi�computer� Data lay�
out optimization and programming to exploit it are
going to be required for both uni� and multiprocessor
systems� The major di�erence is direct support for
shared memory which is carried from decoupled access
DRAM uni� to multiprocessor system model� In fact�
remote memory loads and stores also need to be sup�
ported making the DRAM and the ComP excellent MP
building blocks�

Finally� the programming model for a uniprocessor
using decoupled access DRAM�s remains unchanged
from a standard uniprocessor� But it requires a com�
piler to convert the program to a parallel decoupled
access program� So to compile even for a uniprocessor
requires MP concepts to be employed� This makes the
unifying system model a multiprocessor�

Multiple decoupled access DRAM�s are used in the
uniprocessor case to provide su�cient bandwidth to the
ComP� Use of multiple ComP�s in uni� or multiproces�
sor organization will require more memory bandwidth�
In both cases� to achieve this may require multiple
MemP�s to be placd in each DRAM� Other ways of
increasing the DRAM bandwidth may need to be uti�
lized as well� Finally� the latency may still remain too
high� if su�cient lookahead cannot be achieved� These
issues are discussed in the next section�

1.4. High-bandwidth, low latency DRAM

The use of a memory processor MemP leads to la�
tency reduction due to shortened address transmission
time and fetch�ahead� To support it� a DRAM needs to
provide more internal as well as o��chip bandwidth as
well as to reduce the latency of accessing the memory�
The projected increase in the number of package I�Os
and their operating frequency will provide the o��chip
bandwidth� This has already been demonstrated by
RAMBUS DRAM ��� ad will advance even further in
spite of many technical hurdles� such as power dissipa�
tion� noise immunity� etc� The MemP will help better
utilize a large number of DRAM I�O�s�

Internally to the DRAM plenty of bandwidth poten�
tial exists but modi�cations are required to extract it�
For instance� RDRAM design required a wider column
pitch to increase the access bandwidth� Some existing
DRAM�s already utilize a row of sense ampli�ers as a
latch for temporary data storage� Much discussion has
taken place about the use of these latches to form a
cache� These latches are neither large enough or su��
ciently fast to act as a cache for a � to �GB DRAM�
Current high�performance workstations use ��	MB of
cache for �
MB of memory�

Mitsubishi CDRAM used a di�erent approach and
implemented a �Kbit cache in a 	Mbit DRAM� This
required very little extra real estate� about ��� and
provided a much better cache albeit still too small for
a large memory system�

In this paper� a traditional multi�bank DRAM or�
ganization is assumed� each bank possibly operating
completely independently to increase parallelism� By
allocating more real estate� each bank may be provided
with a large enough cache to satisfy a large percent�



age of accesses� In addition� a large memory cache
is assumed at DRAM I�Os� Given a high degree of
on�chip DRAM interleaving via multiple independent
banks and caching� the MemP needs to be able to uti�
lize it� This may require the use of several MemPs�

We have shown in the past that memory caches are
very e�ective in multiprocessors ���� due to the lack
of the coherence problem� The decoupled architecture
makes it even more advantageous to move caches to
memory and rely on them to further reduce DRAM la�
tency� An important question is the organization of the
memory cache� We see the role of the memory cache
in hiding the increased on�chip interconnect latency�
Thus some form of geometrically distributed cache hi�
erarchy may be necessary to avoid long�distance prop�
agation on chip� It will consist of a large L� cache
for MemP� which is also the main memory cache� fol�
lowed by smaller� sub�array caches distributed over the
DRAM chip� Sense ampli�er cache can still be used as
the last level before memory�

�� Details of the organization

To support decoupled execution the following archi�
tectural issues have to be addressed and are discussed
in this section�

�� Branch prediction

�� Remote memory access

�� Inter�processor Send and Receive instructions

	� Other instruction set extensions


� A tagging mechanism for load and store data

� Flow control and synchronization of data inter�
change

It is assumed that the combined multiple DRAM
storage capacity forms the total shared physical ad�
dress space of the system� Some storage is reserved as
private in each DRAM� Let us assume for simplicity
that each DRAM contains the complete user program
as well as the operating system� These are stored in the
private space of each DRAM� The number of DRAM�s
in the system and each DRAMs id are available to its
MemP� The address space is block interleaved across
DRAM�s� with block size smaller than a page� This al�
lows a DRAM id number to be extracted from a virtual
address without translation� All translation is assumed
to be performed in memory and each DRAM is respon�
sible for translation of all its addresses�

Loads and stores are processed asymmetrically by
the ComP� The load data is expected to come from

architecturally visible queues without address compu�
tation and memory access� Store addresses are com�
puted explicitly and stores bu�ered in the send queue�
The reason for treating stores this way is to obtain the
address and from it the DRAM id used to send data�
To assist decoupled processing by separate MemP and
ComP both loads and stores are tagged with a value
number� For example� the induction variable can be
used as the value number or the value of a compiler�
speci�ed variable� The value number also includes N
bits of branch history to precisely identify data�

Operand queues

Each processor contains a number of queues for stor�
ing�sending and loading�receiving data� The two types
of queues are organized di�erently� A load queue is
assumed to be organized as a small� associative cache
with a tag to assist in operand reordering� It is assumed
there is a load queue for each register ri accessible by
LDri� A store queue is logically a single queue�

Data Communication

MemP and ComP can issue tagged Send and Recv
instructions to communicate� The tag is appended on
a Send and checked on a Recv� Send is non�blocking
while Recv is a blocking operation� A Send�Recv pair
uses the same register and thus the same queue� Send
can be cancelled if it used an invalid register� Recv
searches the input queue using the expected value
number� The instruction formats are as follows�

Send ri� dest
Recv ri

Remote Memory Access

MemP and ComP can issue tagged remote load �LD�
and store �ST� instructions� These remote LD�ST
instructions are routed to the requested DRAM� trans�
lated there� and memory is accessed� The requested
DRAM id comes from an address in register rj � The
remote memory request speci�es the node and register
to which the load data is returned� The destination
node �dest� is an extra speci�er in the instruction�

LD r ri� �rj�� dest

A load request also carries the requesters tag� As men�
tioned above� the ComP program does not utilize loads
directly� Instead these are used for MemP remote mem�
ory access� but by specifying a ComP as a destination�
indirect addressing can be sped up� LD r is equivalent
to a �standard� load followed by a Send�



Local Memory Access

In addition to standard LD�ST instructions a �local�
only� version is provided�

LD l ri� o�set�rj�

This instruction computes the address and only issues
a load or a store if the address is local to this node�
Otherwise the load is cancelled and the register ri is
marked invalid� Any instruction using an invalid input
register is cancelled as well and its destination register
marked invalid� Any of the load or Recv instructions
described above can make a register valid�

Conditional Branches

The MemP may require a data value from ComP to re�
solve a conditional branch� In such a case a compiler in�
serts a new instruction� BRanch on Prediction� in the
MemP code� The ComP sends n bits of its branch his�
tory as they are accumulated� MemP also keeps track
of its branch history and compares it with the history
bits received from ComP� In case of a discrepancy the
MemP rolls back the execution� updates its predictor
and history register� and re�starts execution� Any data
sent by the MemP during execution of the mispredicted
path is detected by the ComP when it checks the Recv
queue tag�

Standard conditional branches are also executed by
both processors� It is assumed that ComP does not
execute Branch on Prediction but rather receives the
data and does its own testing�

Synchronization

Every so often it may be necessary to synchronize all
processors to know that they all have a consistent state
with respect to either data or conditional statements�
A barrier instruction BAR is provided for this purpose�
Memory consistency model relies on the barrier and can
be either strong or relaxed� BAR can be used to trig�
ger synchronization and backtracking in case of branch
misprediction�

Data Dependences

With decoupled execution one has to check RAW and
WAR dependencies� WAW will be guaranteed by hard�
ware� Normally it is not hard to do� but without load
addresses it is more di�cult� Value tags will be used
instead and send queue checked on reads� The checking
will continue all the way to MemP and its queues�

Caches

MemP uses standard memory hierarchy but for ComP
tagged decoupled access makes the use of caches more
di�cult� ComP will have an instruction cache� The

tagged queues act a bit like a data cache� If a true
data cache is desired it can be tagged with a value
number and branch history rather than address� The
address must be present in the cache to implement a
write�back policy�

�� Compilation

The instruction set extensions and their semantics
for decoupled processing de�ne the compilation ap�
proach� In addition� a programming model needs to
be de�ned� especially since multiple processors now co�
operate in executing the single program� We discuss it
below assuming a �uniprocessor� case� e�g� one ComP
and multiple MemP�s� Partitioning the program into
access and execute programs for this architecture is
shown through examples in the next section�

It is assumed that any computation involving vari�
able referencing is pulled into a MemP program� The
ComP program loads are replaced with queue access
while stores are left as they were� Most simple control
structures such as loops with index variables are du�
plicated in both places and necessary data is sent by
a MemP to ComP� We are not concerned with this re�
dundant integer computation since integer processing
is relatively inexpensive� The ComP must compute the
address of stores to determine to which DRAM the data
must be sent� A MemP cmputes the address for loads
that are usually independent of data computations� us�
ing data in memory� But occasionally� a ComP and a
MemP may have to exchange data�

For simplicity� the examples in this paper assume
that both MemP and ComP programs are extracted
from the same �original program� and keep same
names� including register names� identical in both�
While this places some restrictions on code generation
and optimization for each type of processor� it is a valid
initial assumption� Each MemP is assumed to execute
a complete memory access program but access only lo�
cal data� This is similar to what is known in the paral�
lel community as the SPMD model of computation� In
this case it is further assisted by the fact that a com�
plete program exists in each node� Thus each MemP
has access to symbol table information without a need
for communication� Each MemP executes the program
but only accesses data stored in its memory� This it
can �gure out from the virtual address� Data stored
locally is fetched and sent to the ComP with an ap�
propriate tag� If a MemP �nds it does not have the
data locally it skips the computation� In some cases
complicated indirection is used to address data needed
by ComP� This can mean that data accessed locally
is used to compute an address of data needed by the



processor� e�g� A�B�i��� This requires MemP to MemP
communication�

�� Examples

In this section� we consider two simple loops� They
are hand�compiled using the instructions described ear�
lier using the SPMD programming model� Both MemP
and ComP codes are shown� A comparison with a
�standard� uniprocessor execution is made and quali�
tative performance di�erences discussed�

4.1. Example 1: Vector Loop

Let us start with a vector code without conditional
statements� Consider the SAXPY loop below�

do ��� i���N

Y�i� � Y�i� � a � X�i�

��� continue

The simpli�ed assembly code followed by the decoupled

LD r�� addr X � address of X
LD r�� addr Y � address of Y
LD f�� a � a
LD r�� N � loop ctr�N

L� LD f�� ��r�� � X�i�
FPMUL f	� f�� f�
LD f� ��r�� � Y�i�
FPADD f� f� f	
ST f� ��r�� � Y�i�
ADD r�� r�� ��
ADD r�� r�� ��
SUB r�� r�� �� � loop count
BEQZ r�� L

code for the MemP and the ComP are shown� It
assumes that each DRAM contains the program and
knows the number of DRAM�ss in the system and its
DRAM id� Each MemP only sends to ComP data
stored in its DRAM� Global value numbering is used�
however� The example assumes that stores and their
address computation are performed by ComP� The
compiler generates MemP code which speci�es the reg�
ister in ComP into which the data must be placed� In
this case �dest� �eld is set to ComP�

What is the di�erence in performance between the
decoupled and a standard processor on this code� The
decoupled system can theoretically stream N words per
cycle to the ComP� where N is the number of DRAM�s�
ComP can accept them given multiple ports�queues
and issue multiple computational instructions per cy�
cle� This is from memory and independent of cache

MemP ComP

Sync Sync
LD r�� addr X
LD r�� addr Y
Send r�� dest Recv r�
LD f�� a
LD r�� N
Send f�� dest Recv f�
Send r�� dest Recv r�
L�
LD f�� ��r��
Send f�� dest L�

Recv f�
LD f� ��r�� FPMUL f	� f�� f�
Send f� dest Recv f�

FPADD f� f� f	
ADD r�� r�� �� ST f� ��r��
ADD r�� r�� �� ADD r�� r�� ��
SUB r�� r�� �� SUB r�� r�� ��
BEQZ r�� L BEQZ r�� L

performance� It would be di�cult for the L� cache
or the hierarchy to supply so many words per cycle�
requiring multiporting and a large number of simulta�
neously outstanding requests�

The above code can run in one or multiple MemP
without change if SPMD mode of execution is used� Or
it can be re�written as a FORALL loop and �tuned�
to execute N�P iterations per processor computing ad�
dresses of only those items residing in a given mem�
ory� In this case� there is no communication required
between di�erent MemP� This is not the case in the
following example�

4.2. Sparse matrix times dense vector

This is a simpli�ed sparse matrix times a dense vec�
tor kernel� It assumes consecutive storage for the rows
of the matrix� It is used to illustrate the case when
MemP to MemP communication can be used to im�
prove performance� The multiply code is shown below
with its storage declarations�

sm��	non
zero� � �compressed row� storage

dcv��	colmns� � dense column vector

res��	rows� � result column vector

ptr��	rows��� � ptrs to sms row starts

indx��	non
zero� � column numbers of sm

do ��� i � �� rows

kl � ptr�i�

ku � ptr�i��� ��

t � res�i�



do ��� k � kl� ku

t � t � sm�k� � dcv�indx�k��

��� continue

res�i� � t

��� continue

The simpli�ed assembly for the whole loop nest is
shown in Appendix A� Shown below is the assembly
for just the inner loop and the subsequent store� The

L�� � inner loop
LD r�
� ��r�� � indx�k�
LD f�� ��r��� � sm�k�

� dcv addr
SUB r�
� r�
� �� � indx�k� ��
ASL r�
� r�
� �� � ���indx�k����
ADD r�
� r�
� r�� � addr dcv��
LD f�� ��r�
� � dcv��indx�k��
FPMUL f	� f�� f�
FPADD f�� f�� f	
ADD r��� r��� �� � incr sm addr
ADD r�� r�� �	 � incr indx addr
SUB r
� r
� �� � loop count k
BEQZ r
� L�

���
ST f�� ��r�� � res�i�

inner loop of the program converted to decoupled exe�
cution is shown next� Again� simple SPMD execution
is assumed� In this case only local loads are executed
by one MemP for a given iteration and become no�ops
in all others� Finally� the node computing the address
and �nding it to be local executes a remote load and
speci�es ComP as the receiver�

To compare performance with a standard processor
note that here all MemP�s quickly get through the it�
eration and move on to the next one except for the two
per iteration that actually access �rst their local and
then remote memory� However� with SPMD model it
is hard to expect more parallelism in memory access�
This may not be su�cient to keep the processor busy�

The inner loop can be re�written as a FORALL and
�tuned� to execute N�P iterations per processor� In
this case� however� it is hard to compute the addresses
of only those items residing in a given memory� MemP
to MemP communication would be required but will re�
sult in more parallelism and better memory utilization�
The resulting code is shown next and has the poten�
tial to exploit all the available memory bandwidth� For
simplicity� the required changes in index variable and
address computations are not shown�

As a result� now all participating MemP�s are gen�
erating memory requests at the same time and can
�stream� data to ComP� However� remote loads are

MemP ComP

L�� L��
LD f�� ��r���
Send f�� ComP Recv f�
LD l r�
� ��r��
SUB r�
� r�
� ��
ASL r�
� r�
� ��
ADD r�
� r�
� r��
LD r f�� ��r�
�� ComP

Recv f�
FPMUL f	� f�� f�
FPADD f�� f�� f	

ADD r��� r��� �� SUB r
� r
� ��
ADD r�� r�� �	
SUB r
� r
� ��
BEQZ r
� L� BEQZ r
� L�

���
ST f�� ��r��
���

used for this� The main advantage of a remote load
is its ability to send results back to a speci�ed proces�
sor without coming back to the requesting processor
�rst� This works well for two out of three loads� The
third one requires indirection� An approach combin�
ing FORALL computation with identifying local data
is what is needed for best performance�

�� Conclusions

This paper presented a possible approach to increas�
ing memory bandwidth and reducing latency by using
a decoupled access�execute paradigm� The major in�
novation comes from moving the access processor to
memory and compiling programs to execute as sepa�
rate but communicating processes in memory and the
computation processor� The need for such a system
comes from two sources� systems requiring multiple
DRAM�s and Super�CPU�s with extremely high ILP
that cannot be integrated with memory on one chip�

The system we propose is an evolutionary step from
separate processor�memory architectures towards an
integrated processor�memory system� It takes the idea
of decoupled access�execute architectures and parti�
tions the system to place a simple access processor
and cache in memory� Eventually it may be possi�
ble to put the ComP in memory as well allowing the
approach proposed by Goodman et al for multi�chip
systems� The broadcast involved in this solution is its
main drawback and perhaps hybrid approach is pos�
sible� It is argued that given su�cient memory and
communication bandwidth the system described here



MemP ComP

L�� L��
LD r f�� �r���� ComP Recv f�
LD r r�
� �r��� myid
SUB r�
� r�
� ��
ASL r�
� r�
� ��
ADD r�
� r�
� r��
LD r f�� ��r�
�� ComP Recv f�

FPMUL f	� f�� f�
FPADD f�� f�� f	

ADD r��� r��� �� SUB r
� r
� ��
ADD r�� r�� �	
SUB r
� r
� ��
BEQZ r
� L� BEQZ r
� L�

���
ST f�� ��r��
���

can reduce latency by aggressively streaming data from
multiple memories to a computational processor�

Another way to reduce latency is via DRAM caching
which was brie�y discussed� Overall� the idea of mem�
ory cache is very appealing� The qualitative discussion
of performance potential showed this a promising ap�
proach�

Finally� one can observe similarity between prefetch�
ing and decoupled access� Prefetching engines� even
the explicitly programmable ones� are simpler than a
decoupled processor� They can also be added to a stan�
dard system without the major change in the proces�
sor architecture required by the decoupled system de�
scribed here� They can also peacefully coexist with
the CPU caches� Thus a intermediate solution may
be possible which adds an even simpler MemP to each
DRAM but leaves the computational processor and its
program largely the same� We are currently exploring
this possibility�
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A� Sparse Matrix Multiply Assembly

Shown below is a simpli�ed assembly program for a
sparse matrix times a dense vector code segment dis�
cussed in the paper�

LD r�� addr ptr � addr of ptr
LD r�� addr res � addr of res
LD r�� rows � loop count
LD r� addr indx � addr of indx
LD r��� addr dcv � addr of dcv
LD r�� addr sm � addr of sm
L�� ����������������� � outer loop label
LD f�� ��r�� � load res�i�x
LD r	� ��r�� � k�kl�ptr�i�
LD r
� 	�r�� � ku�ptr�i!��
SUB r
� r
� �� � ku�ptr�i!����
ADD r�� r	� ��� � k��
SUB r
� r
� r� � ku�kl!�

� indx addr
ASL r�� r�� �� � 	��k���
ADD r�� r�� r � indx�k� addr

� addr of sm
ADD r��� r�� r� � ���k���
ADD r��� r��� r� � addr of sm�k�
L�� ���������������� � inner loop label
LD r�
� ��r�� � indx�k�
LD f�� ��r��� � sm�k�

� dcv addr
SUB r�
� r�
� �� � indx�k� ��
ASL r�
� r�
� �� � ���indx�k����
ADD r�
� r�
� r�� � addr dcv��
LD f�� ��r�
� � dcv��indx�k��
FPMUL f	� f�� f�
FPADD f�� f�� f	
ADD r��� r��� �� � incr sm addr
ADD r�� r�� �	 � incr indx addr
SUB r
� r
� �� � loop count k
BEQZ r
� L�
ST f�� ��r�� � res�i�
ADD r�� r�� �� � incr res addr
ADD r�� r�� �	 � incr ptr addr
SUB r�� r�� �� � loop count i
BEQZ r�� L�


